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PSU game three quarters too long, see page 6.

THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Vol.70 Issue9

Tuesday, September 8,1987

Errors benefit PSCI BG protects logo

Trademark usage to be controlled by University
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

The University logos appear
on T-shirts, mugs, pencils and
many other standard items in
stores on and around campus.
Last year, the Falcon head
symbol appeared on a different
kind of product—condom packages.

BG News/Rob Upton
by Jeff Mr Sherry
sports editor

BG News/Mark Thalman
Bowling Green cheerleader Chris Deangelo loses
some of her spirit in the fourth quarter as Penn State
turned the game into a rout.
(Above)Penn State fans were optimistic that Coach
Paterno would reach the 200-victory milestone
against the Falcons on Saturday. These enthusiastic
fans came prepared to cheer the Lions on to victory.

Penn State's 45-19 win over Bowling Green
Saturday may have been the outcome everyone
expected, but the score was actually more imEressive than the performance of college footall's defending national champion.
Had it not been for big plays such as a Falcon
fumble recovered for a touchdown, and poor
punting which set up three more Nittany Lion
scores, PSU would not have had such an easy
time in the season opener in front of the 84,574
fans in Beaver Stadium — the largest crowd
ever to see a Mid-American Conference team
play.
"Mental mistakes at the wrong time and special teams hurt us," cornerback Ray Southard
said.
Falcon quarterback Rich Dackin concurred,
but added the PSU fans were given a geography
lesson in a roundabout way.
"The fans were saying, 'BG, where's that?',"
he said. "I think we showed them today."
So what was wrong with 1986's undisputed
best team in the land? Maybe the Lions had
other things on their minds than BG, the PSU
faithful rationalized. Even the Lions' coach, Joe
Paterno, was a bit preoccupied after the game,
his 200th career victory.
"It (200 wins) has a lot of meaning, but I don't
have time to think about it," he said. "Right
now, I'm thinking about number 201 and that's
Alabama next weekend.
The Falcons were supposed to come in on a
silver platter to be fed to the Lions as an appetizer before taking on Alabama this Saturday.
But the supposed feast turned into a beast.
"I don't know how easy it was to get fired up
for a team like BG," PSU linebacker Kurt Bernier said. "It's not a bad remark against them
because they showed they were a good football
team today."
After PSU's Eric Etze's 28-yard field goal set up by a 37-yard, line-drive punt returned 21
yards by Jim Coates — made it W), BG took
control.
Dackin drove his team 60 yards in seven plays
and scored on a five-yard pass to tailback Jeff
Davis to make it 7-3.
_ ____
G See Football Game, page 7.

The University considered
this an inappropriate use of the
symbol and took the manufacturer to court to halt its usage,
said Phil Mason, executive assistant to University President
Paul Olscamp.
Because of that incident and
calls from manufacturers
throughout the country asking
permission to use the University
trademarks on their products, a
recommendation setting a contract fee and royalties for use of
the University trademarks is
expected to be made to the
Board of Trustees at its September meeting.
According to Mason, the recommendation will call for a $50
fee per quarter to use the logos
and a 6.5 percent royalty to the
University on sales, with the
first $1,000 in sales being exempt
from royalties.
Mason believes that such a
royalty program is necessary
for the University.
"I think that it's important for
the University to control the use
of the logos," he said. "The University has five or six officially
registered trademarks, but we
had no contracts to protect the
University from embarrass-

"I think that it's important for the
University to control the use of the
logos...we've been missing an
opportunity to generate revenue."
-Phil Mason, assistant to Olscamp
men11 by their use I.
"Manufacturers have been
anxious for our permission to
use the University logo because
it differentiates their product,"
Mason said. "We also realized
that we've been missing an opportunity to generate revenue.
In 1984, the University of California at Los Angeles generated
$500,000 from a similar merchandising program, according
to Mason. While the University
is not as big as UCLA, there are
approximately 100,000 University alumni around the country, he
said.
The University would place all
revenue generated through the
Erogram into scholarshiplunds,
esaid.
Mason has met with local
merchants to explain the recommendation. Only those businesses which place the logo on a
product themselves would be
subject to the royalty program.
Shops which buy products
from manufacturers with the
logo already on them would not
have to pay a royalty; the manufacturer would.
Merchants agree that the recommendation, if passed, would
cause a price increase in goods
with the trademarks because

the additional cost of the royalty
would be passed to the consumer.
However, they have different
views about the recommended
program.
Garnet Ohns, owner of T.O.'s
Campus Corner, thinks the recommendation is unfair.
"I have always been generous
in supporting the University
with sponsoring programs and
giving gift certificates...I feel
close to the University," she
said. "Now they want to penalize Bowling Green merchants
and cut into our profits. And its
unfair to the students as
well—they're already paying
enough as it is."
Paul Purdy, manager of the
Bee Gee Bookstore, says he does
not like the idea of paying royalties, but he will not complain if
such a program is put into
effect.
"The people this would hurt
are the customers, and the customers and the (Ohio) manufacturers are paying taxes for (the
University) already," he said.
Chuck Elliott, manager of Wizard Graphics, says he does not
see anything wrong with the
recommended program.
O See Logos, page 4.

USG positions open
by Julie Wallace
copy editor

Applications are now being accepted for the 12
district representative positions open in the
Undergraduate Student Government. The applications are available in 405 Student Services and
must be returned there by Sept. 11 at 5 p.m.
To be a district representative, a student must
have a 2.0 grade point average and have 10 to 12
hours a week to spend working with USG and the
hall councils and/or Greek chapters in his or her
district.
The campus is divided into 12 different districts,
on- and off-campus, so any student meeting the requirements can run for a position.
Elections will be held on Sept. 16 from 9 a.m. to
10 p.m. Students need their University identification cards to vote and can vote anywhere on
campus for the candidates in their district.
The voting locations are: the Math Science

Building and University Hall from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.; the Off-Campus Student Center from 11 a.m.
until 2 p.m.; McDonald, Founders, Kreischer and
Harshman Cafeterias from 4 p.m. until 6 p.m.; and
the Jerome Library from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m.
In addition to the district representative positions, there are many positions available for USG
Committee Representatives. Applications are available in 405 Student Services and are due back
by Sept. 16.
To be a committee representative, a student
must attend at least one USG meeting per month
and attend all meetings of his or her committee.
This year, there are 25 different committees
needing representatives, from the Undergraduate
Admissions Advisory Board to the University
Intercollegiate Athletics Committee.
Dave Robinson, USG president, said one committee, the Continuing Education and Summer
Programs Advisory,
D See Elections, page 4.

Holiday deaths Racism addressed by USG
toll almost 300
by Julie Wallace

copy editor

CHICAGO (AP) — Traffic accidents had killed almost 300 people
by yesterday, the final day of the long Labor Day weekend, police
Trted.
total of 295 people had lost their lives on the nation's roadways
by7a.m.EDT.
The National Safety Council estimated that 420 to 520 people could
die in traffic accidents in the United States over the weekend. The
NSC urged motorists to watch speed limits and wear safety belts.
Seventeen thousand to 21,000 people could be seriously injured during the weekend, which runs from 6 p.m. Friday to midnight Monday, local time, the Chicago-based council said.

Tuesday

On Wednesday, September 9, the UnderKiduate Student Government President,
<re Robinson, will speak to the People for
Racial Justice Committee at 1:30 p.m. in the
State Room of the Union about the incidents
of racism on campus.
Robinson said he does not think the University on the whole is a racist institution but
said the individual incidents of racism that
occur must be dealt with.
"I do not believe we are racist institutiona-

lly...but we should be able to provide a lot of
channels to go through if there is a problem," Robinson said.
Robinson said he thinks he is in a better
position to confront the racist issue than last
year's president Kelly McCoy.
"Kelly was in a tough position.. .by being
black, any mention she made of racism and
everyone thought she was just crying," he
said. "I think that if a white male stands up
about it, it will get noticed. I am not sure
why, but I am certainly going to take advantage of it."
Robinson said he hopes to be able to meet
with other leaders on campus and develop a

plan for handling any racial incidents.
"My position is gathering input, then
meeting with President Olscamp and other
on-campus presidents to develop a specific
method for dealing with the racism problem," he said. "Racism should not be tolerated .. .it's ignorant."

In other USG affairs, Chris Helmick
chairman of the National State and Community Affairs resigned from his postion
Robinson said he resigned because of personal reasons.
D See Racism, page 4.

News in Brief

QHolders of BG calling cards should
receive reduced rates, see story page 3.

Forms are due today

Memorial scheduled

Major fires contained

DTwo Jewish activists are granted
exit visas from the Soviet Onion, see
story page 5.

Applications for Homecoming King and Queen are
due today at 3p.m. in the University Activities Organizations office.
Three judges choose 15 men and women from the
applications to go through the interview process.
From those 30, five men and women are chosen to
be voted on by the students.
The voting is the week before Homecoming.
The new King and Queen will be crowned Saturday, Sept. 28, during halftime of the Homecoming
day football game against Western Michigan Unlverslty.

A memorial service will be held Sept. 10 for
Joseph Kilvin, former chairman and faculty
member of the University's sociology department,
The service for Kilvin, who died July 12 in North
Carolina, will begin at 4 p.m. in Prout Chapel,
Friends and University associates are invited to
attend.

Firefighters battling hundreds of blazes that
closed campgrounds to Labor Day vacationers
yesterday and blackened an estimated 980 square
miles in eight Western states, say they have turned
the corner on some of the biggest hotspots.

Memorial contributions may be made to the
Hospice of Boone, Wautauga County Health Department, Boone, N.C. 28607.

"We're beginning to get containment on our top
five or six priority fires," said LoVae Pray Martines, an information officer for the California Department of Forestry,

DOne of two West German hostages
held in Lebanon has been freed, see
story page 6.
DBG quarterback Rich Dackin has his
best day as a Falcon against Penn State,
see story page?.
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Editorial
Logo royalties
could mean aid
At its next meeting, the Board of Trustees will
probably be presented with a recommendation which would allow the University to control the use of its seals and logos and to raise money
for scholarships.
The Board would be wise to accept the recommendation which calls for a fee to use the logos and
a 6.5 percent royalty on the sales of products bearing the logo.
If the recommendation is accepted. University
logos will still appear on sweatshirts, T-shirts and
all the standard college items. However, the University will be able to prevent manufacturers from
placing the logos on items which are embarrassing
or inappropriate.
Potential donors and parents of students may not
appreciate the Falcon head showing up on packages of condoms again.
The recommendation would probably cause
prices to go up on many items, but the increase
would not be unreasonable, and the money would
come back to the University in the form of scholarships.
Most students wouldn't mind donating a dollar to
a scholarship drive. With the royalties, students
would be donating money to scholarships each time
they bought a product bearing die university's
name or logo.
And, in tunes when student loans are harder to
get, funding from the state is being cut and tuition
costs are increasing, the University can use the
money. The University cannot generate the $500,000
that a school like the University of California at Los
Angeles can with licensing, but even a fraction of
that could supply a lot of scholarships.
Some Bowling Green merchants fear that the
royalties would cut into their prof its, but they will
simply pass the cost along to their customers. And
while no one enjoys paying, those who buy products
with the BG logo shouldn't mind the extra expense.
Those who have enough pride in the University to
wear its symbols are probably going to be giving
the University money in some form or another—tuition, donation, taxes. But with this donation they'll be getting something in return.

2 September 8,1987

Iraq my brain taking sides
U.S. policy in Persian Gulf has questionable purpose
My conservative friend
Grump was sitting at the end of
the bar, so I took the next stool
and told him how pleased I was
to see him so we could discuss
current events.
He gave me his usual suspicious scowl and said: "What's it
going to be this time — the Bork
appointment? You pinkos don't
stand a chance on that one."
I agree. As a matter of fact. I
sort of like Bork. Anyone who
wears that kind of beard has to
be a closet hippie.
"Then it's Jack Kemp, isn't
it? You're going to try to irritate
my stomach lining by bringing
up this trivia that some media
vultures dug up about his military record.
Kemp? You mean because his
Army reserve unit was called up
during the Berlin crisis in 1961.
But he didn't have to go because
he wasn't physically fit? So he
stayed behind and led the AFL
quarterbacks in passing?
Listen, I know how that can
happen. When my number was
called, a military doc told me
that I had flat feet, was nearsighted and had a curvature of
the spine.
"So they rejected you?"
No, they gave me arch supports and glasses, told me not to
slouch, and a tough sergeant
shoved me on the next train to
boot camp. It was just as well
that they did. The kind of physical wreck I was, I couldn't have
played quarterback anyway.
"Then I hope you aren't going
to dredge up the Ollie North
thing again. We've exhausted
that subject and you and your ilk
have lost."
I concede defeat. Ollie is a
genuine hero. Even if he goes to

"Correct. It was the judgment
of our commander in chief that
it was in the best interests of this
country for Iran not to win the
war with Iraq because the Ayatollah would spread his fanatic
revolution to the rest of that volatile region, thus eroding our influence."
Which is why Ollie sold
weapons to Iran, so Iran
wouldn't win the war with Iraq?
"Don't confuse the issues.
That was a different piece of
strategy."
Excuse me, sometimes I forget. Anyway, by helping Kuwait,
which supports Iraq, we're helping Iraq, even though Iraq has

The battle of the bagel

ptepee

By Judi Kopp
I have lived on campus for
three years. At the beginning of
my freshman year I thought,
"Cafeteria food. What a unique
concept." Yes, I ate the food,
and didn't think it was that bad.
My sophomore year I moved
to Offenhauer. The thought of
McDonald cafeteria food for a
second year was a pretty scary
one. I vowed that cafeterias
would not be my main source of
nourishment for a third year.
Well, guess what? Yes, I am
still living on campus and, for
the third year, eating McDonald
cafeteria food.
The cafeterias are amazing
places. I have never been
offered so much variety in my
entire life. Yes, you can get cod
on bun, crunchy cod on bun.
diamond cut cod on bun, scrod
on bun and, my personal
favorite, fried cod on bun. Next
year the new addition to the fish
family will be something along
the lines of retried cod on bun.
Then there are the attempts to
make other food. Not normal
food, just something "nutritional and wholesome. '
We have taco subs, patty
melts, cafeteria attempts at a
Big Mac, and, of course, all that
fish. But let's talk about breakfast, shall we?
After trying to look at my din-

ner the night before and deciding it wasn't going into my stomach, I thought maybe the
cafeteria will get breakfast
right. After all, breakfast is a
fairly harmless meal.
It was bright and early Monday morning. Of course, a Monday. My roommate and I got
ready to go to our first class and
moseyed off to the cafeteria. She
Eot an English muffin and I got a
agel.
A BAGEL FROM HELL.
I paid for the thing, which
looked fairy innocent, as do all
bagels from the dark side, and
sat down at the table. I took a sip
of juice, spread the cream
cheese on the bagel and prepared to feast.
I tried to bite into it. When I
Fried my teeth from the monster
had to ask Beth if perhaps I
had broken a tooth.
The thing was hard as a brick.
A friend once told me that If
food breaks when being thrown
against a plate or cafeteria tray,
I should avoid it at all costs.
Beth picked up the bagel and
threw it on the plate. Lo and behold — the bagel didn't break,
but the plate did. I knew this was
a bad sign.
I was torn. Should I go back
and see if maybe another bagel
has been possessed or should I
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with Iraq these days.
"Your grammar Is hopeless,
but that was the general idea."
So tell me, what the heck Is going on? We send our ships and
sailors in there because we want
to keep the peace so Iraq doesn't
lose the war, and now Iraq is
bombing the hell out of Iran's oil
rigs and ships and escalating the
war. So what does President
Reagan do now?

By Mike Roy ko

I get it. Iraq is helping us help them
achieve this peaceful settlement by
attacking Iran, so that Iran will get mad
and attack us for helping Kuwait, which is
helping bankroll Iraq in its war with Iran.
Do you think that's Reagan's peace plan?

tail, which is quite possible, he'll
have a special place in history
for making lying a virtue. He
has made every used car salesman stand tall.
"Well, then on what subject
are you seeking enlightenment?"
It's this business in the Persian Gulf. I'm not sure which
side I'm supposed to be on anymore. When we went in there
and reflagged those Kuwaiti
tankers, it was because we were
helping Iraq, right?

been supported by the Soviet
Union, right?
"Yes, but we must remember
that in international affairs,
things cannot always be exactly
as we would like them."
Of course. And our ultimate
goal is to see the Iran-Iraq war
end, so there will be stability in
that region?
"I'm glad your feeble mind
grasps that obvious point."
Thankyou. But fin still confused. When we went in there
with our ships to protect the reflagged Kuwaiti ships, which is
to Iraq's advantage, didn't we
ask Iraq to kind of cool it, to stay
out of the Ayatollah's face for a
while?
"I believe such a request was
made, although in more formal
diplomatic language than your
pseudo-ghetto jargon."
Forgive me. I'll have to read
George Will more often. But
what I'm trying to say is that we
asked Iraq to stop zapping
Iran's oil wells and ships.
"Yes, we did."
And we did that because if
Iraq kept zapping Iran, then
Iran would try to get even by going after our ships, us being pals

I got to thinking — eggs. How
badly could the cafeteria ruin
eggs?

Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.
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starve? Starvation didn't seem
to be the answer, but the thought
of Linda Blair's Bagels didn't
excite me.

"We have made it clear to
Iraq that we do not approve of
their most recent actions."
Yeah, and Iraq has made it
clear that they don't care if we
don't approve. So what do we do
now if Iran goes after our snips?
"Obviously, we would have to
retaliate against Iran. A mili
tary response would be In:order."
But why don't we retaliate
against Iraq for causing this
problem by attacking Iran When
we asked them not to?
"Because we are trying to
help Iraq achieve a peaceful
settlement of its differences
with Iran."
I get it. Iraq is helping us help
them achieve this peaceful
settlement by attacking Iran, so
that Iran will get mad and attack us for helping Kuwait,
which is helping bankroll Iraq in
its war with Iran. Do you think
that's Reagan's peace plan?
"I'm sure our commander in
chief has a complete grasp of the
situation."
I hope so. But if any of our
ships are hit. and our sailors are
killed, that'll be a lot of lettering
to put on a tombstone. Of course,
we could simplify it.
"How?"
We can just say: Killed in Action During Brand X War.

WITH usem

ONE
AMERICAN
COMVOV,
uupeR
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I ran back to the line, hoping
to get some eggs, when the guy
in front of me changed my mind.
He said "I'd like some eggs
over greasy, and some mushy
toast please.'

Awpjusnct?
FOR 0(1,

Kopp, hoping to avoid food
S'isoning, is a junior public rations major and a chief copy
editor for The News.
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Respond
77ie BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
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Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. These should also
be typewritten and double-sKeed. University students writ! columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
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You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student to
write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any and
all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may be
expressed in letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox
number along with your telephone number for verification,
must be included.
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telephone companies who also lowered their
rates.

by Cathy Hoehn
staff reporter

BG card holders
to pay lower price
for phone services

Students who applied for a BG Calling
Card may spend less money this year than
last on long distance telephone calls.
According to Richard Conrad, director of
computer services and telecommunications,
the university's out-of-state rates are about
29 percent less than the July 1,1986 rates. Instate rates have dropped 7 percent from the
same period.
Conrad said the decrease is due to the
University's suppliers charging less for
their products. In addition, the University
had to remain competitive with other major

One competitor, American Telephone &
Telegraph, dropped its rates 4.8 percent
since July 1 this year, an AT&T representative said. The overall rates have decreased
about 42.8 percent since May, 1985.
The University began using the BG Calling
Card in fall of 1985 with the installation of the
new telecommunications system. The card
provides an alternative to students calling
collect or using other telephone company
calling cards.
Conrad sees the calling card as a service

THE Bowling Green Student Magazine
wants your help this fall.

Whole wheat and white

Staff Meeting
Wednesday, September 9
7:00 p.m. West Hall
Second floor Commons
n r

H
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CHURCH OF CHRIST
17317 Haskins Road
2 mi. north on Haskins Road by the Water Tower

WELCOMES ALL BGSU
STUDENTS TO OUR SERVICES
Ours is a friendly evangelist body
For transportation call 352-6205
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FREE
DELIVERY

1448 E. Wooster. / Across from Harshman
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The Panhellenic Council
would like to Welcome all
S the 1987 Fall Pledges to the "
Greek System.

STUDENT
COURT

Applications for Student
Court Staff are now
available at 405 Student
Services Building
September 8-15

Sundays-Bible study 9:00 a.m.
worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Midweek Bible study - Wednesday, 7:0O p.m.
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CONGRATULATIONS!

Interviews to be held
September 15 and 16
All majors welcome
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If students obtained a calling card during
the summer, the same card can be used for
the fall and spring terms.

BEST SUB BUNS
IN TOWN!

•WRITERS 'ARTISTS
'PHOTOGRAPHERS
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to students.
"We feel we have the least expensive option...we're not a profit vendor," he said.
About 6,000 students applied for calling
cards this year, according to Conrad, but
many students have not returned their contracts.
"All we have to do is put their names into
the computer...but we can't do that until
they bring back their cards."
He said students who cannot find their
contracts can get one at Telecommunication
Services office in the Centrex Building.

AND
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SIGN UP NOW FOR THE 5th ANNUAL I
ST. JUDE'S CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
BENEFIT ROCK-A-THON

SALE NOW !

Si Participating groups will sponsor a single "rocker" and collect donations for St. !
y!jude's. The
2|juusg.
■■■>. group with the high
highest total of donations will he given a FREE a-

128 N. Main St./Downtown

PARTY compliments of Pablo's.

-~

7

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-L'P SHEETS
CONTACT OMAR SADIN AT 353-1351 OR ROB CI.APAC'S Al 352-0843
IKK K A I IK IS IKK K-A lllns IKK K A UK IS IK » I, \ riH>NI«X I, \ UK is I :i x I, \ I I K i\ IKx K-A

$ 97
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HUNDREDS
OF OTHER
TITLES ON
SALE TOO!

JOSTENS
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HUNDREDS
OF OTHER
TITLES ON
SALE TOO!
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GOLD RING SALE
IS COMING!

60OFF18K
40 OFF'
20 OFF

$

$

*

\
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HUNDREDS
OF OTHER
TITLES ON
SALE TOO!

N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF
COMPACT DISCS!

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON.-THURS. 9AM-10PM
FRI. -SAT. 9AM -MIDNIGHT
SUNDAYS NOON - 7PM
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Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs
See your Jostens representative for more details

JOSTENS
Date; S«pt. 9-11

Time

10-3 pm.

Deposit Required

$15

p^ Univf tlty Bookttor* Student Servlos Bldg.
Mw with your Jostens repmenutne tor full tJet*K See our comrjiete r*ig setecnon on drspuy m your code^e bookstore
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Elections
[: Continued from page 1.
specifically needs one nontraditional student to fill an open
position.
"Usually it's hard to get a nontraditonal student...with conflicts in schedules, etc.," Robinson said. Applicants for committee representative positions are
interviewed by the Committee

Logos.
i Continued from page 1.
"The University has to protect
its interest," he said."! don't
think the amount is unreasonable and I will just add it to the
price. Every other major university does it."
The recommendation being
made now is actually the second

Coordinator, Kristin Rumble,
and the applicants best-suited
for the positions are chosen.
"To have quality students on
the committees can really make
a difference," Robinson said.
"The committees are extremely
important...there are more people involved with them than with
the General Assembly."
There are also six organizaone, according to Mason!
"The original recommendation called for a $1 per
year contract for local merchants to use the logos. The
President wanted to give an advantage to the locals for the sake
of good relations," Mason said.
However, the original proposal met with disagreement by
the Board, he said.

-ional seats open in the General
Assembly this year, Robinson
said. Interested organizations
must return applications to 405
Student Services by Sept. 14.
The organizational seats,
which run for two-year terms,
are open to all University organizations. The six groups whose
term expired last year may
reapply for the seats.

Racism.
a Continued from page 1.

■

"He was simply overwhelmed
by the amount of stuff he is involved in this year," Robinson
said. "I'd rather have him do
this now than leave us in the
middle of the year in a bad position."

Gamma Phi Betas, Laurie Fox, junior radiotvfilm major and Linda Elegante, sophomore English major,
row to a second place finish during the bathtub races held at Peregrine Pond Saturday afternoon.

Helmick could not be reached
for comment.

HAIR REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

See Us at the Activities Fair

$6

You are invited to join the Jewish Students Group (JSG)
for

no
shampoo
(regular $10)

BG News/Michelle Thornewell

Row Your Boat

Help bring the world together.
Pregnant? Concerns?

Dessert at STEVE'S ICE CREAM
(on Main & Wooster)
Friday September 11, 7:30pm • 8:30pm

Free Pregnancy Tests, Info,
and Supportive Services.

Also this semester
• Socials
• High Holiday Information
• Bagel Brunches
• Speakers
• Friday Night Services • Movies
For more information call: 334-8420

Coupon must be presented (g^/lf )

352-2566
Yellow House behind Taco Bell

B

Tuesday Special

CQ

» r»B • r*B • r*B • r»B • r»B » r*B * r»B * r*B * r*

The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
wish to congratulate their
new initiates.

H

One Day Only

Rain Slickers

Sherri Bielanski
Sue Brown
Jodie Errett
Kelly Keane

(you already know it rains in B.G.!!)

YaOff

Call FIRST HOPE at
354-HOPE

A Kristine Studer
Suzy Van Buren
Mary Ellen Wetzler
Shelly Workman

r*B • r*B • r*B • r*B • r*B • r*B . r*B . r + B • r*B • r*B

Assorted styles and colors

GET INVOLVED!

The Powder Puff

Be Part of a University Committee.

Open Tues. eve till 9 p.m.

525 Ridge St.

Applications are available at your residence
hall front desk and at 405 Student Services

MOVED?

#
*

No Experience Needed

or changed your name?

For more info call the
office at 372-8324

Have you moved or changed your name
since the Last Election?
You must inform the Board of Elections
of your change of address or name to keep
your registration records current

Applications due to 405 Student Services by 9-16-87
KKQ

KKG

KKG

KKQ

KKQ

KKG

KKQ

KKQ

KKQ

KKG

KKQ

KKQ

KKG

5

-J\elli ^*tihbrooh

Cheryl ./-faiiay

Christine ff/ishab

Skerru Mayfiff

^J\imoerty Jdollois

f-^aiae Ilicholson

N.~,

I ei■vlla X3urder

Julie -Lame

jtitli garner

N —Wi •-*!>. ••!

CaHa Casey

-Lisa oLunney

Juliana J^owashi

-Lillian Castrataro

fit tie tr/ar/ini

Cindy Keed

-JalJy Collins

Wickette WcCarty

tOonnie Kooertson

Cheryl Jjennis

Mison WcCLtocL

','izabeth ^ )< hranim

-Jtnne C.lias

Colleen fr/cCinty

Jodi J^mallets

-SSaren (jitrdner

Shannon flic rfeefy

^/Salherine ^pilfer

~ J\alkerinr Carver

Jan I'leehan

oLori S)leenion

C Itriiline (jleint

Ifletinda lllessbaraer

Christy ^itollar

01 D 1 have moved. Please change my registration records.
My previous address was:

X

X

My present address is:
•■•-»•

N - - *•' •«« !«••<

Co. v.uee. m Uwtkp

X

1. ■-...-.

l*(M.

X
fcv*«t»f«

02 □ 1 hove changed my name:
».—..»..-.

KKQ

THE SISTERS OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE THEIR
1987 PLEDGE CLASS

Send this coupon before October 5, 1987

To: WOOD COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
Courthouse Square, Bowling Green, OH 43402

///

USG

**•»•

X

-Sfmy Cjodfreu

Chris J^louhtt

aLisa ^Hanson

Julie ZJhoimas

i-r*1'''

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG

KKG
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Jews given visas

Bomber shot down

Activists allowed to leave Soviet Union

French soldiers fire missile at Libyan plane

JERUSALEM (AP) — Two
prominent Jewish activists were
granted exit visas from the Soviet Union yesterday, a spokesWoman for a Soviet Jewish activist group said.
Mathematicians Josef Begun,
55, and Victor Brailovsky, 52,
and their families were granted
permission by the Soviet immigration office to leave the country, Devorah Lipsin of the Tel
A(viv-based Public Council for
Soviet Jewry quoted Begun as

N'DJAMENA, Chad (AP) Chad officials said a Libyan Tupolev-22 bomber was shot down
by a missile yesterday over
N'Djamena, the Chadian capital
more than 600 miles from Libya.

Segun, who telephoned from
ft.

the Soviet Union, did not say
how soon the families would be
allowed to leave, Lipsin said.
There was no immediate confirmation in Moscow that the
exit visas had been granted.
fio far this year 3,899 Jews
have been allowed to leave the
Soviet Union, the highest annual

figure since 1979, when more
then 50,000 Jews were allowed to
emigrate.
The easing of emigration restrictions has prompted hope in
Israel that relations between the
two countries might improve.
The Soviet Union broke diplomatic ties following the 1967
Middle East War, when Israel
occupied land belonging to Moscow's Arab allies.
Begun, who first applied to
emigrate 16 years ago, was
released earlier this year after
completing more than three
years of a seven-year prison
sentence that was to be followed
by five years of internal exile.
He was convicted in October
1983 after being arrested the
previous year on charges of antiSoviet propaganda and agitation.
Begun, who is married and

has a son, has been one of the
most prominent leaders of the
Jewish cultural revival in the
Soviet Union for more than a decade. He organized Hebrew
classes in Moscow and taught
about Jewish culture.
Brailovsky edited a publication in Moscow dealing with
Jewish history, culture and religion.
He first applied to emigrate in
1972 and was arrested in 1980 on
charges of defaming the Soviet
regime and social system.
Brailovsky, who is married
and has a son and a daughter,
was sentenced to five years internal exile in June 1981 but was
released and returned to Moscow in March 1984.

f Cleveland Sport
I Parachuting School

216-548-4511

15199 Grove Rd.
Garrettsvllle, Ohio 44231
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BGSU SKI CLUB

organizational meeting every
Wednesday starting Sept. 9
070 Overman Hall at 7:30pm

\J&Bkri<rwutfaut

FREE PIZZA!!!
M

ATTENTION SKIERS

On Feb. 17, 1986, another Libyan Tupolev-22 dropped a
single bomb on the runway of
N'Djamena airport, also used by
the 1,500-man French intervention force as the main base for
their fighter-bombers in Chad.
That bombing was in retaliation for a French air raid a day
earlier on the Libyan air base at
Ouadi Doum in northern Chad.

That base was captured by Chadian forces in March.
The airport is heavily protected by French radar and missile
systems.
The Tupolev came in yesterday from the north along the
Chari River that separates Chad
from Cameroon. It crashed
north of the French-Chadian
base on the edge of the airport
runway.
Officials here said the American-made Hawk ground-to-air
missile that hit the plane was
fired by men of the French 403rd
anti-air artillery unit. The aircraft turned into a ball of green
phosphorescent fire before falling slowly in pieces.

E*E
E + E E + E E + E E + E E + E E + E E + E E + E E + E E+E
Ml
«

• | STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING

Witnesses said French soldiers fired the missile.
The action came two days
after Chadian government
troops struck into Libyan territory for the first time and captured a major air and ground
base at Matan-as-Sarra.
The Chadian Embassy in
Paris confirmed that a Sovietbuilt Tupolev had been shot
down and said it crashed into the
N'Djamena suburb of Farcha.

A correspondent for the
French news agency Agence
France-Presse who saw the Libyan bomber shot down said it
was hit by a missile fired by
French soldiers about 7 a.m. before the plane could drop a
bomb.

■9T.

•

Pizza Night Rush
with

SIGMA PHI
€PSILON
Hungry? Have some of BG's
best pizza with the Sig Eps,
recognized as BGSU's
outstanding chapter for two
consecutive years.

TONIGHT
s 7:30 - 9:00

Sffi

-
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Winter trip to

PARK CITY, UTAH
Good friends, great skiing,
parties & seminars & movies.
•Sara 353-7613

Lisa 354-2665

If you've ever dreamed of being behind the conlrols
of an airplane. Ibis is your chance lo find out what
it's really like.
A Marine Corps pilot is coming to campus who
can take you up for trial flights.
We're looking for a few
college students who have the
brains and skill—as well as
the desire—to become Marine
pilots.

I

If you're cut out for it, we'll give you free civilian
flighl training, maybe even SI00 a month cash while
you're in school. And someday you could be flying
a Harrier. Cobra or I' A-18.
Get a taste of what life is like
at the top. The flight's on us.

Geta taste
oflife

irs,
One Price!
Buy A pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low pifcel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $H988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sylvania

StSmfe

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

Call Capt Power collect at (313) 668-2211
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W. German captive freed
Moslems release hostage after 7 months' captivity
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) - One of two
West German hostages held captive in Lebanon for more than seven months was freed
in Beirut yesterday by pro-Iranian Moslem
kidnappers and brought to Damascus.
Alfred Schmidt, 47, was seen by witnesses
walking into the West German Embassy in
Damascus with Ambassador Jeorg Schlingensiepen. The witnesses, who live opposite
the embassy, recognized Schmidt after being shown a photograph of the former captive. They insisted on anonymity.
His kidnappers, who had been demanding
freedom for Lebanese hijacking suspect
Mohammed Ali Hamadi, said a Syrianbrokered agreement was responsible tor the
release. A West German Foreign Ministry
spokesman in Bonn declined comment on
the kidnappers' claim.
Earlier yesterday, reporters outside the
Foreign Ministry in Damascus said they saw
the West German ambassador enter and
leave the compound several times.

Almost all foreigners released from capti- murder and other charges in connection
vity in Lebanon have been brought to the with the June 1985 hijacking of a TWA jetSyrian Foreign Ministry then turned over to liner to Beirut and the killing of a U.S. Navy
their embassies. Syria Is the dominant mili- diver.
tary power in neighboring Lebanon.
Schlingensiepen would not answer any
questions regarding Schmidt. Diplomats at
Bonn rejected an extradition request from
the West German Embassy also refused the United States and said it intended to try
comment, and Syrian official spokesman in- him on terrorism charges. The decision was
sisted they had nothing to say about the is- seen as an attempt to save the lives of the
sue.
West German hostages.
A government spokesman in Bonn confirmed that Schmidt was freed yesterday
A statement in Arabic signed by the group
morning and taken to the West German Embassy in Damascus. In a telephone interview that claimed to hold Schmidt and fellow
with The Associated Press, the spokesman West German Rudolf Cordes, 53, was dedeclined to provide further details. He spoke livered to a Western news agency in Moslem
West Beirut at 3 a.m. today.
on condition of anonymity.
The statement said that because of West
The kidnappers had been demanding the
release of Hamadi, a Lebanese Shiite ar- German assurances and Syrian efforts, the
rested in Frankfurt, West Germany in Jan- group would free the engineer, who was kiduary. He was indicted in the United States on napped in West Beirut Jan. 20.

News Briefs
Men dominate cabinet
COLUMBUS (AP) — When
Gov. Richard Celeste took office in 1983, the 27-member
cabinet of department directors he assembled included 10
women and blacks, a high
number in a group historically dominated by white
males.
Since then, the number of

4 arrested in slayings
ST. LOUIS (AP)Police yesterday said they
arrested four suspects in the
execution-style slayings of
five people during the
National Supermarket Store
holdup Friday night.

PHI PSI RAIDERS
o o o

o o o

PLANT SALE
TONITE! 7:30 - 9:00PM
Free Mexican Food
THURSDAY 7:30 - 9:00PM
Hawaiian Luau / "Mocktails"

THE CHOICE...

ATTENTI

Wed. Sept. 9Fri. Sept. 11
Union Oval
(rainsite-Union Foyer)

Decorate your
apartment
with friendly,
inexpensive

m

women and minority cabinet
members has fallen slightly
to eight, a comparison of the
panel's composition between
1983 and 1987 shows.
Of at least 13 opportunities
to name cabinet replacements, the governor has chosen white males for 11 of the
posts, and women or blacks
for two of them.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE
TOJO,N

§vQ\

Sign Up Now
in the UAO
Office for the
committee of
your choice!
GET INVOLVED!

"They were
standing side by
side..." _ M. Posey

Homicide Capt. Charles
McCrary said formal charges
have been brought against
three and charges would be
brought against the fourth today. He declined to give further details pending a news
conference held yesterday.

UAO Office
3rdFloor
University Union
372-234-3
o o o

FILMS
Little
Rascals
film fest.
Gish Thea.
Thurs. Sept 10
8 pm.
FREE!
The Breakfast
Club
Sept. 10 ,11
8,10, & Md.
210 MSC

SENIORS

Appointment sign-ups taken now! 9a.m. - 5p.m.
Photo sittings Sept. 14-25,9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28 West Hall.
Schedule early! Be a part of Ohio's best selling yearbook!

Sports

Knock Off
the Penguins
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Bowling Green Baveraga, Inc.

Dackin delivers despite BG defeat
Quarterback throws for 288 yards in 45-19 loss to Lions

wSTOS

by Tom Skernivttz
assistant sports editor

BG Neu<. MarkThali
Bowling Green quarterback Rich Dackin prepares to drop back to
throw a pass in Saturday's game at Penn State. Dackin completed 23
passes in 40 attempts for 288 yards.

In a stadium where a
1,000-foot-high rock named
Mount Nittany sits majestically
in the backeound, Bowling
Green's Rich Dackin may have
crossed the biggest stepping
stone of his young career.
The sophomore quarterback
cashed in on BG's call to the
national spotlight by playing his
best game in two seasons as the
Falcons' field general. In only
his eighth collegiate start ever,
Dackin riddled Penn State, college's defending champions, for
288 yards passing in the Falcons'
45-19 loss at State College, Pa.
Two additional yards would
have placed Dackin's performance in the top ten in Beaver
Stadium history. That elite
group currently includes signalcallers such as Doug Flutie,
Chuck Long and Todd Blackledge.
Consider the throng of 84,000
screaming, marshmallow-throwing loons busy heckling
Dackin and several 230-pound
linebackers barreling towards
his 6-2 frame and the performance ranks as one of the bravest
in Falcon history.
"We were well prepared,"
Dackin said. "We believed we
could win, we just had a couple
bad breaks and letdowns. You
can't do that against the
national champs.

of the Lions' 73 offensive plays
were on the ground for 274
yards.
U Continued from page 1.
"It was one of those games
"He (Dackin) had a great day.
where we could have gained
To come into a place like this in
five to six yards every two or
front of 85,000 people and to
three plays — but that wasn't
stay in the pocket the way he
our objective," Paterno said.
did and not get flustered and
BG, on the other hand, had
not throw many bad balls is a
only three net yards rushing in
credit to him." Bauer said.
the game.
"He's going to have a great ca"I figured they weren't going
reer."
to try to run the ball on us,
Bauer said. "I've been here
An inexperienced offensive
four years and people have not
line, which yielded only two
tried to run on us."
sacks all day, and preparation
Leading PSU was tailback
were keys to an effective BG
Blair Thomas who carried the
ball 18 times for 94 yards and
"BG has some good players. They just
also caught a 67-yard TD pass.
"The speed of their backs
didn't have enough of them. We've got
reaily impressed me," BG
more depth and more people. They just
linebacker Erik Johnson, who
had 12 tackles and an intercepgot tired at the end and it showed."
tion, said. "They really accel-Trey Bauer, PSCJ inside linebacker erated when they got into the
open field."
his only good punt of the day —
BG also had some quickness.
offense.
"They (coaches) must have a 48-yarder. Unfortunately, it
Barely a minute before Thowas
returned
63
yards
by
Mimas' run, Dackin connected on
scouted us very well because
chael
Timpson
for
a
TD
to
a quick hitch to flanker Reggie
the stuff we were giving them,
Thornton who spun away from
they were taking," Bauer said. make it 24-7.
"With the way they were
the charging cornerback for a
In the first half, tight end
68-yard endzone excursion.
Kyle Hockman was doing most holding us up so good at the line
That made it 24-13 before Thoof the taking. The junior tight of scrimmage, we couldn't get
mas' TD made it 31-13 with 3:48
end had eight receptions for 90 down the field," Ankney said.
left.
yards before being shut down "The same thing happened
Thornton, incidentally, had
against Minnesota and Washthe entire second half.
seven receptions for 152 yards
The first quarter ended with ington last year. It's the athletic ability, the skill, and the
— the fourth-best effort ever on
BG leading 7-3.
PSU's home field.
"I looked at the scoreboard speed of the kids on special
BG's Jason Zeller made it
at the end of the first quarter teams that take over."
31-16 with a 32-yard field goal
Team speed was the big
and thought 'This is nice'," BG
with: 19 left in the half.
coach Moe Ankney said. "Then difference in the contest. Ana
The first score of the second
they (PSU) got mad. Their PSU knew that. Therefore, 56

Football Game

"He's only a sophomore? I didn't know he
was only a sophomore. He's going to be a
good player. I think he's going to have a
great career."
-Trey Bauer on Rich Dackin
"The first half went well, but I
struggled in the second half.
Penn State made some great defensive plays."
Trey Bauer, a gifted linebacker on a team heralded for
producing talent at the position,
was stunned upon finding
Dackin still has over two years
of collegiate activity remaining.
"He's only a sophomore?"
Bauer asked in amazement. "I
didn't know he was only a sophomore. He's going to be a
good player.
"To come into a place like this
in front of 85,000 people and to
stay in the pocket the way he did
and not get flustered and not
throw many bad balls — I think
he's going to have a great career.
PSU nose tackle Aoatoa Polamalu agreed with Bauer, crediting Dackin with mixing up his
plays smartly.
"There was a feeling that here
was a quarterback who's been in
there before, a quarterback
that's played a lot and a quarterback who knows when to

break it loose and when to play
conservative," Polamalu said.
"He played with our heads a
lot."
Benefitting from Dackin's fine
Kirformance were split end
eggie Thornton and tight end
Kyle Hockman.
Thornton's seven receptions
for 152 yards gave him the
fourth-best single-game tally in
the 28-year-old history of the
country's eighth-largest stadium.
Hockman, a transfer from
North Carolina State, excelled in
his first start as a Falcon catching a team-high eight catches
for 90 yards. Hockman repeatedly darted through Lion coverage
while defenders played catch-up
all afternoon.
"He (Hockman) had a great
day," Bauer said. "We were giving up a lot of things when tney
were throwing the ball. Their
offensive coaches must have
really scouted us well. What we

were giving them, they were
taking?'
Hockman agreed, saying
"they just weren't covering me.
Their weakness was the weak
side and the flats. They were
leaving me wide open. I never
doubted our passing game."
Dackin's performance also
calmed worries over the play of
the Falcons' offensive line. The
quarterback's wall of protection
had been criticized in the
preseason for its lack of experience because of the graduation
of four starters.
Fortunately for Dackin's
health, the line dismayed any
anxieties by limiting the surging
Lions to only three sacks — two
in the second half when fatigue
began to set in.
"There scheme was so questionable in my mind because I
couldn't figure out what was going on," Polamalu said of BG's
offensive line. "So what we decided to do in the second half
was just explode into their line.
"Talent-wise, I think they are
a very good team. They're a solid offensive line. Their guard
(Neal Mahoney) and center
(Ken Schriner) worked really
well together. Everytime I tried
to swim the center, he popped
me back. There's really nothing
I can say to improve them.
They're a solid offensive line —
a big-league playing team.

offense came out and just
ripped down the field."
The second quarter surge,
featuring four Lion TDs, started with a 60-yard drive that
ended with a 17-yard pass from
John Knizner to Ray Roundtree. It was now 10-7 at 14:00.
Then, one of Ankney's
nightmares came true — the
special teams faltered.
A 29-yard punt by BG's Mark
Bongers set up a 20 yard TD
run by backup tailback John
Greenefour minutes later,
which made it 17-7.
Moments later, Bongers hit

BG News/Mark Thalman
Penn State linebacker Trey Baur (35) looks on ominously after Jeff Davis (8) celebrates his 5-yard touchdown
reception. The catch gave the Falcons a 7-3 lead in the first quarter of action.

half occured when Dackin was
tripped up from behind at his
own five yard line. The ball
squirted into the endzone and
linebacker Quintus McDonald
pounced on it to make it 38-13 at
10:12.
The Lions rolled into the endzone one more time on the legs

of Thomas, who leaped over top
from two yards out. That made
it 45-16 at 6:26 in the third quarter. The only other score was
Zeller's 35-yard field goal in the
final period. "BG has some
good players," Bauer said.
"They just didn't have enough
of them. We've got more depth

and more people.
"They just got tired at the
end and it showed."
But there was something else
that showed Saturday. PSU is
not the team of a year ago and
the Falcons are not the patsies
everyone thought them to be.

Defense leads BG to win
by Al Franco
sports reporter

Photo courtesy The Key/Brad Phalin
.._. Bowling Green goalie Mickey Loescher leaps to stop a shot as Penn State forward Jan Skorpan (10) eagerly
-!a*aitsa rebound. Loescher made 19 saves as the Falcons shut out the Nittany Lions 1 -0.

While the Penn State football squad set up a
brick wall on punt returns against Bowling Green
Saturday, the Falcon soccer team had its own version of a inpenetrable wall — their defense.
Defense never has the glamour of a big offensive
showing, but it's difficult to lose if the opponent
doesn't score. BG's hooters did just that in shutting
down the PSU offense, and upset
a team that qualified for the
NCAA's a year ago.
The Falcons displayed their
defensive skills in a 1-0 victory ■"
front of 1,800 fans Friday night at
Jeffrey Stadium in University
Park, Pa. Falcon head coach
Gary Palmisano said his team
changed their strategy for this
game.
"We defended them unbelie- Palmlawio
vably," Palmisano said. "During the pre-season,
we worked on playing a more offensive style. We
hadn't progressed, so we went back to the 4-4-2,
which is a more conservative defensive style."
"In the second half, we basically defended for 45
minutes," Palmisano added. "We played solid
team defense, and I have to give a lot of credit to
Mickey."
Palmisano was referring to Falcon goalie
Mickey Loescher who stymied the Lion attackers.
Loescher turned away 19 shots and earned the respect of Penn State's 14-year mentor Walter Bahr.
Bahr also has the distinction of being the father of
the NFL kicking duo of Chris and Matt Bahr.
"We didn't get many clean shots, but their
keeper didn't mishandle a single ball," Bahr said.
"Bowling Green deserves a lot of credit. They

played well and played a very smart defensive
game."
Loescher said that the Lions pressured him the
entire second half.
"We basically got shell-shocked for the last 45
minutes, but our defense never let up," Loescher
said. "They gave a really good effort.
The Lions came out with a roar as they dominated the game in the early going with fantastic ball
control. The style seemed to tire out the Falcons
and force them to make many substitutions.
"It (substituting) was part of our plan to pressure their backs, Palmisano said. Their team
was ahead of ours condition-wise, so we had to
keep putting in fresh legs."
BG's first good scoring chance came five
minutes into the game. The Penn State goalie was
sprawled on the ground, but Junior forward Mike
Anticoli booted the ball over the net. The Nittany
Lions also had a good chance early as midfielder
Thomas Agesen rang a shot off the crossbar just
after the 13-minute mark.
The momentum gradually shifted in BG's favor
late in the first half. With 12:26 remaining, Sophomore forward Pat Shea picked up a nifty pass from
co-captain Larry Valbuena and flipped a weak
shot over the Penn State goalie. After the goal, BG
went into a defensive shell.
Falcon backliners would not allow Lion attackers any opportunities for good shots. Loescher said
the combination of junior backers Ron Haines and
Jon Felton played extremely well. "Ron Haines
was assigned to cover number 10 (Jan Skorpan);
that was their stud," Loescher said. "Ronny shut
him down."
Skorpan, who hails from Erdal.Norway, ranked
10th in the nation last season with 17 goals and was
named to Soccer Americas' freshman AllAmerican team. Skorpan went down with an
D See Soccer, page 9.
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Spikers home
opener tonight
quicken up our transition
game," Van De Walle said. "We
need to improve our blocking
and digging because there were
a lot ofballs we didn't get our
hands on (at Purdue)."
While the Falcons have an established program which appears to be getting better, AU is
only in its second year of varsity
competition since 1981 and
starts five sophomores and a
junior.

by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

Bowling Green volleyball
coach Denise Van De Walle
hopes tonight's home opener
against Auburn will pit the Falcon fans against the Tigers.
Well, sort of.
What she wants is to see a sold
out Anderson Arena support her
squad as they attempt to win
their second game of the year in
as many outings.
"We'd definitely like to start
off the season with a big crowd
watching us. We feel we have a
good product to sell," Van De
Walle said. "The game is not
slow paced; it's powerful and
fast moving. If we can get the
fans to come once, we feel the
crowds will get better and better."
Despite last week's opening
win at Purdue, the coacn said
her team has not reached their
peak. She said her team will
need to improve in each of the
remaining 22 matches in order
to be at their best by the yearend Mid-American Conference
tourney.
"I'd like us to be a stronger
serving team and I'd like to

First-year coach Pat Ghastin,
who has been an assistant at
nationally ranked Georgia the
last eight years, inherited a
team which went 19-16 last year.
The Tigers dropped their opening match to Cincinnati in three
games last week and played in
the Michigan Invitational this
weekend. The results were unavailable. Starting for Auburn
will be outside hitters Gretchen
Thompson, Carol Hall and Denise Beimers, middle blockers
Mary Oaks and Terri Duckworth and setter Mary Orndorf.
Another Tiger to watch is
Erika Storms, a 6'1" freshman
who can dunk a basketball twohanded and who Ghastin is looking for to provide a spark off the
bench.

PABLO'S

t*cinema

woodland moll

Come Join the Fiesta
Mexican Beer Night
893 S. Main

Photo courtesy The Key/ Brad Phalin
fowling Green split end Reggie Thornton prepares to score after slipping
I ist a fallen Brian Chizmar in Penn State's 45-19 victory Saturday. Thor-
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Financial Accounting

Whether you're into business,
science or engineering, TI has
all the right calculators with
all the right functions for you.
Every year, thousands of hapless
students watch their course load
become an overload. And every
year, the smart ones among them
pick up a TI calculator and take
a load off.
TI offers everything from
advanced scientifics that clock
your performances, to programmables that speak your language,
to a solar-powered financial calculator that highlights your answers
even in lowlight conditions.
And the large, color-coded keys
and simple keyboard layouts mean
you'll spend less time figuring
out the calculator and more time
figuring out your problems.
CI987TX
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Harriers run
past Rockets

BG News/Mark Thalman
Bowling Green light end Kyle Hockman is sandwiched between two
Nittany Lion defenders. Trey Baur (35) and Keith Karpinski (84). Hockman led the Falcons with eight receptions and picked up a total of 90
yards in the game.

The Bowling Green men's and
women's cross country teams
got off to a fast start this weekend by defeating both Toledo
Suads in their season opener at
T's Secor Park.
The Falcon men won their
meet 15-50 while the BG women
downed the competition 19-40.
Leading the BG men was Mike
McKenna who won by running a
25:18 on the five-mile course.
The Falcons claimed the top seven places. McKenna was followed by teammates Brock

Merriam (25:27), John Hickman
(25:48), Dan Falmer (25:52),
Todd Nichols (26:00), Jeff Hastings (26:22), and Jon Monheim
(26:38).
The Falcon women were led
by Bonnie Ramsdell who won
the 5,000 meter course with a
time of 18:15.5. Other Falcon
placers were Kathy Kubacki in
second (18:58), Mary Louise
Zurbuch in fourth (19:34), Missy
fillers in fifth (19:47), and Suzie
Dieters in seventh (19:55).

Soccer
D Continued from page 7.
injury with 15 minutes remaining in the game.
In the final half, BG frustrated the Lions by moving
the ball away from the Lion
forwards to open areas. Penn
State had two legitimate scoring opportunities toward the
end of the game.
With 20 minutes remaining,
Peter Daigle headed the ball
toward the net, but Loescher
was able to grab the ball out
of a crowd and hold on to it.
Their last scoring chance

came in the last ten seconds
of the game. Lion forward
Mark Kelly had a break away
but shot the ball wide with
only four seconds left.
Loescher said that the
chance wasn't as close as it
appeared.
"Everybody made that out
to be a big deal," Loescher
said. "I wasn't really worried
because the guy really didn't
have a good handle on the
ball."
Unlike Penn State, the Falcon defense and goalie
Mickey Loescher had a handle on the ball and the game.

More people
have survived
cancer than

now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.
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The
Better*
Ball Point Pen 89

UNFORTUNATELY,
It doesn't come with instructions.

352-7571
045 South Mam

Tonite is
Popcorn Nite
All Popcorn
1/2 Price

Whatever the assignment, Pilot has the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot's Better Ball Point Pen. in medium and fine points.
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fact.
we've made writer's fatigue a thing of the past! This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best of all. you'll never
throw it out because it's refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot's
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustration of lead
breakage. The Pencilier's jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today ...The Better Ball
Point Pen and The Pencilier.

Sometimes the question isn't how to make money, but how to
use the money you've already made. With a BGSU ALL SPORTS
PASS, you can SAVE 67% of your hard earned money while still
catching all of the ACTION! Pick up your All Sports Pass NOW at
the Memorial Hall Ticket Office.

df the Week

CAN'IBUYME

LOVE

Good News*
ke T/-60 Advanced
iciintific features such
|ujt£jm /unctions as hexaiciinal/ocial conversions,
it'egration using Simpson's
A;.statistics (including
near regression), trend line
lajvsis and metric to English
pnK'rsions. There are also
tr$t{igramming steps for
ttkiiliye calculations.

P

The Tl-74 B ASICALC"
Programmable Advanced
Scientific is Tl's BASIC language
programmable calculator.
In addition to offering a full range
of scientific, mathematical and statistical functions, the Tl-74 offers
a 113 BASIC keyword set with a
special function key that gives direct
2-key stroke access to 41 BASIC
commands. The Tl-74 also has
subroutine capability for advanced
programming flexibility.

fife T/-65 Advanced
fientific offers all of the
\iilt-in functions of the Tl-60,
is a stopwatch/ timer for labwork, eight physical
constants for use in
thermodynamics and
physics as well as
Decision Programming (if .. .then)
capabilities. There
are also 100 programming steps
for repetitive
calculations.

1:

TheTl-95PROCALC,vis
keystroke programmable and also
offers a full range of scientific,
mathematical and statistical functions.
Featured in the T/-95 is TVs exclusive Pmier Windows'" Operating
System, which provides easy access
to the functions and flexible file
management system. Both the TJ-95
and the Tl-74 offer optional equipment such as Solid State Software""
modules, an 8K constant memory
module, a portable printer and
cassette interface.

TheTl
Business
Analyst Solar
features Tl's
F

exclusive Anylite
Solar '"technoliigy, si) you can
use it in any
light. Preprogrammed formulas help you
speed through business problems such as
interest, loans, real estate, bonds, pricing
and profit.
••—rtT-B
»■... -mA

So pick up a TI calculator today.
It'll save you a lot of grief and it
might just save your skin.

TEXAS^«
INSTRUMENTS

9

Classifieds
CAMPUS t CITY EVENTS
••OAMMAIOTASHMU"
Tlw Insurancs Club will Da MMInf Ihaar
organisational martinet tonight at 730 In
mom 111 of tha Collaga of lualnais Administration. All ma|or» an In-rMsa* and ancouragad to attond.
All maiors intaraatad In Visual
Communication-V.C.T.O. Orgamzattonal
Meeting Tonight Rm 233 TECH at 9 00
AMA INFO MITE
7 30 Wad Sapt 9th
114 BA

-STUDENT TEACH IN RIO OR MONTREAL
APPUCATrONS AVAILABLE IN 318 EDUCA
TIOHBLOG FOR SPRUG SEMESTER 88 AND
FALL SEMESTER OF 89
TEST PREPARATIOH-NOTE-TAKIWO
Tana Saver I. Tips tor Taking Notes"
September 9 - 3:30 to 4 30 PM
September 10 - 4 00-5 00 PM
Location: 213 Mosetey Hal-Study Skats Clr
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED-CALL 372-8840

Attention ail Ireahman
Elementary Education majors"
Gat the scoop on BG's Elementary Education
program at EESAB'3 Freshman Recaption CC
Sept. 13 at 7:30 In the Alumni Lounge ol the
Union. Faculty and peers present.
Refreshments!
ATTENTION STU0ENT ORGANIZATIONS
As In previous years. II your club.
group or organization plans on being
active during 198788 academe year.
you must register your group with the
Office ol Student Act & Orientation
by Fn . Sept 11 Groups not rag by
this deadline will not be inctud in the
Fal Sam Edition ol the Student Org
Directory Registration forms are
aval at 405 Studt Serv Important
Reminder Organizations not rag Fait
Sem ww not be eepjbte to apply
lor ACGFA funding 'or next year
BE SURE TO REGISTER YOUR GROUP BY
FRIOAY. SEPTEMBER 11

The Ladles el the Sigma Sweetheart Club will
be conducting an Informational Tea on Tuesday September 8. 1987 at 8:30 PM OflataSjaajar Lasjnaa

Vohimeere-trvProgress
Organizational Meeting
Sept 15. 1987
900 PM
Ohio Suite
WKMJFMII1
Interested in the broadcast field?
Learn more about sports, news 4 production
Whether you're aiterested in besig on the air or
behind the scenes We Want You1"
Learn more about training
Tues . Sept 8th 111 West Hal 7 30 PM
Al Ma»rs Welcome'
Consider the Alternative - WBGU
WELCOME BACK TOUR GUIOES'
its that lima again lor our wonderful Ian
meesnge You only need to attend one
Tuesday. Sept 8 4-6 PM
Thuraday. Sept 10 7-9PM
Both fn the McFal Assembly Room Remember
to bring your schedules' See You There"

LOST I FOUND
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS
The deedllne lor applying for December
graduation la September 11. 1M7. Any
senior who Is planning to graduate In
December must fill out an application In your
lege office.

HELP' LOST THIN GOLD CHAIN BRACELET
PLEASE CALL SHERRY 352-6730 OR
372-8296

SERVICES OFFERED

BGSU SKI CLUB MEETING
Wed . 7 30 PM 070 Overman
Al Welcome

ABORTION
Morning offer treatment
Personal & Private
Center lor Choice II
Toledo 419-256 7769

Come ton the tun with Royal Green As
welcome fun. new friends food-September 8
1897-9 00 PM-Army Cadet Lounge. Memorial
Hal
Divestment update a plans lor action. Progressive Student Organization iPSOl meeting
Tues . Sept 8. 8 p m UCF 313 Thurshn Cat
352-7534 Everyone welcome
DOWNHILL SKI TEAM
MANDATORY MEETING
SEPT. 10 9 PM 119 BA
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL SCOTT

354-5117
HospHsllty Management Society
General Assembly Meeting w« be September 9
at 8 00 PM in the Ohio Suite al the Union
Al Are Welcome'
Hope to see you there*
Mstceiany Magazine, the Bowing Green student magazine wants your help ttus fal
Writers" Artists * Photographers
STAFF MEETING
Wed . Sept 9 7 PM West Hal
Commons. 2nd Ftoot
More atformatlon. Mate Doherty 2-1237

ALPHA XI* "KAPPA SKI
1 ST ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 12:00 NOON
ALPHA XI* "KAPPA SKI
ALPHA XI---KAPPASK1
1ST ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE

The Progressive Student Organization wil meet
on Tues Sept 8. 8 PM at the UCF Center
(313 Thurstin) Mealing open to at.

AMA Mambarahlp OitraGBA LoDDy
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PERSONALS
IRUSH-PHI KAPPA TAU—RUSHI
TONIGHT 7:30-9:30
SUBS-SUBS-SUBS-TONIGHT

ALPHA XI" -KAPPA SKI
Are you tntersted in photography. Graphic Arts,
video and other visual communication
disciplines? Join V.C.T.O. a professional
organization for persons interested in visual
communication1 Organlzsttonal Meeting tonight
at 9:00 PM-RM 233 Coesge ol Technology
ATTENTION SENIORS
Get an eraty atari on your career search-Learn
about the services and programs ol the University Placement Services Attend one of the
tolowmg Placement Orientation Meetings
Tuesday. September 8 from 2 00-3 00 PM or
4 00 5 00 PM In the Grand ballroom
ATTENTtON ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED-SPECIAL ED DUAL AND
TRIPLE MAJORS'! Final day to apply lor Spring.
1988 MEP Thursday. Sept 17 Application
forms are avertable In Room 529 Ed Esdg
PONT FORGET"
ATTENTION BGSU STUDENTS GET INTO
THE SPIRIT AND ENTER THE HOMECOMING
ART SHOW SPONSORED BY THE OFFCAMPUS STUDENT CENTER FOR MORE IN
FOCALL 372-8015
ATTENTION
Elementary Education Maiors
The SpeMng. Grammar, and Writing exam wil
be admmistered on September 12 You must
register el 529 Education by September 9
This Is the ONLY exam date lor Fall
Semester. 1987
ATTN Management Mstors or anyone Interested In Management
The newly reformed Management Club Is currently hording a memebership drive in the B.A
lobby from 9-08 til 9 14 during the day The
club is open to anyone interested in management including POM. Procurement. MIS. and
Human Resource majors Many activities sre
planned so slop by soon lo sign up
BGSU. SKI CLUB MEETING
Wsd 7 30 PM 070 Overman
All Welcome
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
ALL THE PIZZA I SALAD
YOU CAN EAT $4 00
11-9
CATCH THE NU WAVE -CONKUN COURTYARD. ON THE END OF NEW FRATERNITY
ROW ACROSS CflOM HARSHMAN SIGMA NU
Coma Join the lun with Royal Green. All
welcome tor the lun, new friends and loodSeptember 8, 1987-9:00 PM-Army Cedet
lounge, Memorial Halt
Congratulalions lo JILL MULLET and alum NICK
ESBER on their CHI O--SIGMA NU pinning
When it hits, it fats hard1
Love.
Your Chi Omega Sisters
CONKLIN GETS TUCKED INI
CONKLIN GETS TUCKED INI
CONKLIN GETS TUCKED INI

TRICYCLE RACE HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

ONLY ONE DAY LEFT1
unN the Student Organizations Fair, tomorrow.
Wednesday. Sept 9. 11am to 3pm. Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. Union Meet representatives
from over 65 clubs, groups & organizations
OPEN HOUSE
AJI new students invited to an Open Houoe from
7 30-9 00 p m at United Chnstian Fesowship
Center-Comer of Thurstin a Ridge FREE PIZZA AND POP
PLACEMENT PEER CONSULTANTS
University Placement Services is seeking enthusiastic volunteers Pick up informahon and
applications in 360 Student Services Apply tooayi Deadline 9 18 87
PRAIRIE MARGINS Undergraduate Literary
Magazine needs staff members Al mefors
welcome Thurs. Sept 10. 6 30 PM. 200
MoesteyHaa Ca" 352 8181 eves lor more information
SKATE SKATE SKATE SKATE SKATE
HAVE FUN. MAKE FRIENDS AND LEARN TO
CE SKATE COME TO THE UNIVERSITY
SKATING CLUB SESSION TONIGHT FROM
9 15 TO 10 15 PM AT THE CE ARENA
QUESTIONS' CALL JUUE 2-3262 OR JANET
26640

CONKLIN GETS TUCKED INI
CONKLIN GETS TUCKED IN!
CONKLIN GETS TUCKED INI

4-a PM AT UPTOWN
ALPHA XI DELTA » KAPPA SIGMA

••PI PHI PLEDGES"
H you should wake up lo a rainy day and things
lust don't seem lo be going your way. the guardaw angel wsl be looking over you with PI Phi
fnendships thai are true
•Draw ol the MonthFUZZY NAVELS
SUNDANCE
ADOPTION: Couple happily married 8 yrs with
much love & security to offer wishes to adopt
whUe newborn Al expenses paid, confidential.
cat cosset 914-621-1152

RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU
SUB NIGHT TONIGHT
7.30 PM - 8:30 PM

GRADUATE STUDENT HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIOAY AT DOWNTOWN

RUSH TONIGHT!"
ZETA BETA TAU
Enjoy the Thru ol Rush with s BEACH PARTY
with the ZBT Brothers

5-t
GRADUATE STUDENT HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY AT DOWNTOWN

SARAH BLANCHARD
Happy 19th! I wtah you ware legal1
Love ya. Lisa

HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. UPS
A-Z Dala Center 362-8042

see
BUFF t THE HOOTERS
VICTORY BOULEVARD
NEW CHAPTER
••■FREE***
FALL FEST '87

CONKLIN MEN-GRAB YOUR TEDDY BEARS!
GET PSYCHED FOR "MAC EAST" TUCK-INSI
TOMORROW AT 9:30 PM
Drink ol Ihe Montr.
FUZZY NAVELS
SUNDANCE
FALCON WHEELERS BIKE CLUB
Organizational Meeting lor 1987-88
7:30 pm, Tues. Sept. 8
128 S. Collage or Call 354-4614
FALL FEST 87
SAT., SEPT. 19
COLLEGE PARK
NOON-6PM

ALPHA XI"-KAPPA SIG
1 ST ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE

OAYLE KRAMER
Hey You Little Beta Buddy1
Get excited for lots ol PI Pis lun'
Love. Carrie

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 12 NOON
ALPHA XI" "KAPPA SIC

Homecoming Weak Countdown
13 Days

HONEY LAMB
To our Stg Ep Coaches Tom and Den:
Thanks lor everything
Donuts, Drivers, and cool advice dude!
You're the basil
Lava,
The Ksppa Tug Team

JUST ARRIVED
B.G.S.U. BOXER SHORTS
Jeans N Thmgs
531 Ridge St (across from Mac West)
LEASE-RELEASE.
No. BILLY 1 THE 80INQERS won't be St FALL
FEST '67. but BUFF * THE HOOTERS, VICTORY BOULEVARD. AND NEW CHAPTER will
be tharei
Penguin Lust 8 Mine
BERKE
MARY KAY COSMETICS FOR SALE
Going out of business Prices drasticaly reduced Seeing cosmetics at 1965 prices Cal
364-6713
MORTAR BOARD wishes everyone a happy
and successful year' Let's make this year Ihe
best m BGSU History'
NEED HELP?
Typing-Word Processing
Document Storage on Diskette
Resumes
plus many more services
A-Z Dels Canter 352-5042

WANTED Campus Representative to promote
Christmas and Spring Break Ski a Beech trip
packages Earn FREE TRIPS a CASH* Cal Sun
chase Tours 1 -800-321 -5911
WANTED: PART TIME. FULL TIME AN0
CASUAL ARTISTS ENTER THE HOMECOM
ING ART SHOW SPONSORED BY COCO ENTRVBLANKS CAN BE PICKED UP IN THE
ARTS RESOURCE LIBRARY OR THE COMMUTER CENTER OFFICE
MORE INFO
372 8015

STUDENT COURT, USD
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
405 STUDENT SERVICES
INTERVIEWS SEPT. 15 I 16
The Panhalanlc Exec would Ike to thank
everyone who helped to make this Rush successful

FOR SALE

The Pttaa would Ike lo congratulate Al Hughes
and Vanessa Colfey on their recent TTKA-00
laveJlering
Way to go AL'

81 Honda Civic-4 door 5 speed Only 50.000
Mi Stereo a Cassette $2800
'78 Mercury Monarch-2 door automatic, atr.
AM FM trailer hitch $800 288-2942
1980 Mazda RX-7 GS Air. sunroof, moonrool.
stereo-cassette. 5-speed, louvers, seat covers
Very good condition 372-5308

THE STARS ARE
GOING TO SHINE
September 21-28

1982 Motorcycle for sale 1982 550 Honda
Custom $700 Cal Nan 353-6217

TONIGHT!
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU ON SUB NK1HT
7:30 PM-9.30 PM-RIOHT BEHIND RODGERS

87 HONOA HURRICANE 600 RED a WHITE
EXCELLENT SPORT-RACE BIKE MUST SELL
$3600 OR BEST OFFER CALL MICKY
352-2956

TONITE AT SIGMA NU - DOGS 5 SUDS"
DROP IN FOR SOME ALL-AMERICAN FOOD
AT 7 30 CATCH THE NU WAVE-SIGMA NUi
WELCOME BACK TOUR GUIDES'
It's that ttma again lor our wonderful fal
masM-Toa. You only need to attend one
Tuesday Sept 8 4-6 PM
Thuraday, Sept. 10 7-9 PM
Both m the McFal Assembly Room Remember
to bring your schedules' See You There"

PaXE MOTHER OF THE YEAR
1986-87
John Anservltz

Commuter Irom Lims area seeks carpool. M, W.
F For more ailo cal 648-2318

No, |ust two great box seat tickets to Pink
Floyd Sept 16 <n Cleveland 354*2370
Sturdy loft A-frame built to Univ standards, Ire
proofed, $70 Call 352-0780 or
372-2175ae*xl190fw10ileif30sm 1200sl80p
70t14ieHi5iiofts for sale
Both are Unviefsity approved and are worth
over $100 a piece Musi sell now tor only $40
First come, first serve
Coma lo 519 Thurstin (across from Otfenhauer
Towers) ask for Kurt or Pete

HELP WANTED
ChrChis Amextcan Re»taurant
Now Hiring Food servers, cocktail servers,
bartenders, busers. Kitchen help
Apply between 2 00-4.00
Monday-Friday al 1566 S Reynolds Road
Maomee. Ohio
Daytime Dishwashing. Busing tables and night
grill help needed al Bob Evans, apply in person
Energetic person to be Rep (or Suntust Spr
ingbreafc trips lo Deytona. Ft Laoderdale.
Nassau S Cancun Best programs available
ANYWHERE Great Incentives Cal lor more into 1-800-523 9642 at ext 249

Rec Canter Pro Shop
Speedo Swim Suits
Russel Sweats
Come See Our New Look

Help Wanted
352-5822

RUSH FIJI
Tonight 7:00-9:00
Phi Gamma Delta-It happens to the BEST ol
us.
RUSH FIJI

Large SPEAKERLAB base reflex speakers
400 Watt capacity. 15' woofers, exponential
hom tweeters and mid-ranges, teak cabinets
$400 per pair 352-8278 evenings

Pioneer din mount AM-FM cassette car stereo
Brand new - In box • $120 00
354-6809

WANTED

Rec Center Pro Shop
Speedo Swim Suits
Russel Sweats
Come See Our New Look

RUSH FIJI
Discover the brotherhood, the splril. Ihe good
times, the memories waiting to heppen-wllh
Phi Gamma Dana.
RUSH FIJI

FOR SALE (8) Pink Floyd Tickets for Thurs
Sept 1 7. Cleveland Stadium Great Seats Cal
3532843

Pair Becker 3-way speakers 6 mo old Ported,
SOW pert cond $125neg 2 8281 or drop in
509 Often E . Dave

OF
PHI DELTA THETA
NOTHING BUT THE BEST*I'
HAPPENIN 501 PIKE

Dorm Frig Brown Excelent Condition I 8 cu
ft $45 CM 354 2183 after 3 PM

NEW BROTHER TYPEWRITER $200
ACOUSTIC GUITAR-EX COND $75 . MEIKAI
CAMERA 35mm. $15 CALL 352 3051

YOU MISSED TWO PIZZA S
FOR ONE PRICE
MONDAYS 5 - B
CAMPUS POLLYEYES

OX PRODUCTIONS
DJ'S AND TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY
REASONABLE RATES-WILL TRAVEL
CALL TIM 3544031
PHI DELTA THETA
"WANTED: FRESHMAN MEN*'
PHI DELTA THETA INVITES YOU TO RUSH
THE HOTTEST HOUSE; ON OR OFF CAMPUS
•■LOCATED WEST OF SORORITY ROW ON
PIKE ST. NEXT TO THE SMOKE STACK
WHEN: Tues and Thurs al 7-30 PM
Call 354-8810 lor Rhtes
BRING A FRIEND AND MEET THE BROTHERS

Taoo Bel now hiring earty morning shifts a late
rrtgnt shifts 320 E Wooster Equal Opportunity
Employer Taking applications between 2 a 4
and 7 a 8. 354-1155

Tutors Needed.
Wednesday evenings only from 5 to 8 p m for
ToekJo Area High School students m Algebra.
Geometry. English and Social Studies For application and further information, contact the
Upward Bound Program 301 Hayes Hal.
BGSU. 372*2381

SHORT TERM HEALTH
Ji.ooo.ooo Major Medical
18-24 male S24 per month
18-24 female S34 per month
Family Plans also available
HITCHINQS INSURANCE
Flrvdaly. Ohio Mon-Frl
Cal Tol Free 423-9145

Homecoming 1987 Flower Sale
Sponsored by the Orientation Board
Mums $2 carnations St 50 with choice ol
white or orange and brown ribbon On Bale
Sapt 8 18. 11-2 PM Student Services lorum
AJso aval m Residence Halts or Greek Houses

SPOT'S WANTS YOU.
To Deliver Weekdays 11 to 5. Must use your
own cruiser
C'mon In or cal Mr Spots. 125 E Court
352-7768

The GAVEL. BGSU s newpaper pubashed for
the GREEK system on campus. Is looking for
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES for
the 1967-88 academic year. Gain valuable
sales experience while earning commission snd
supporting YOUR publication Contact Advar
tising Manager. 214 West Hal, 372-2606

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 12:00 NOON

Dependable Coeage Junior looking lor babysitting jobs Great with kids References upon request Can 372-6625 Ask lor Jl
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2 700 Monroe St
Toledo
Offering
gynecological services 4 pregnancy termination
by aceneed physician including
prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test Ifor cervical cancer) VD screening, birth control Into .
Tubal Ugation. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students )
By appointment 1 241 2471

Got any latent? Enter the Homecoming Art
Show sponsored by the Off-Campus Student
Canter Awards given In el categories For
more Into eel 3728015
^^^

KnicKerbocker Services

Call

HELP WANTED
Lawn A Landscape work
352-2095
Needed lead guitarist with vocals (or college
band 372-4642 or 927-2223

Zenith 23" Color TV. console, very good cond
$75. Conn mei-o-rnatic organ with Leslie
speaker, double keyboards, bass pedals, an
excel buy Cal 352-6255 after 5 PM

FOR RENT
2bdrm 1 i 2 bath apt available 11*01. begin
nmg at $290 per month plus utilities Call R E
Management at 352*9302
Male Roommate Wanted
Nice one bedroom apt Very close to campus
Live in "Vingroom $125 per month From!
9*15-87 to 1*8-88 254 South College Cal
354-2077
Two Bedroom Mobile Home
Two Blocks from Campus
$250 per month including utilities

Resort Holets. Ciulseenes, Airlines. Amusement Parks, NOW accepting applications For
more information and an application, write National Collegiate Recreation Service. P O Bo*
6074. Hilton Heed. S.C 29938
Restaurant-del. help wanted All positions lui
and part time. Apply m person Syd a Diane's
restaurant. 105 W. Fifth St Perrysourg

352-3246
Two Room efficiency 703 Second St Apt 4B
Need someone to sublease $200 a month, al
utAties paid ph 354 2474

rs^ss
o
t<?.
c

"Your Connection to the World"
rr'
YOUR CHOICE ft
BUSINESS - NEWS - WEATHER SPORTS - MUSIC - MOVIES ENTERTAINMENT - AND MORE.

Sure, there are other schools Bui why
srttk7 Kapbn helps students raise thrlr
scores and then chances of being admit
led into their firel choke schools lad is.
no one has helped students score hiffhrr1

IKAPLAN

ALL FOR $11 PER MONTH

945 South Main Street
352-7571

a. ttaru (jood Cany Out "Dtat
j With this coupon .

CROISSANT of Your Choice
Cncfcen. Eon. Tuns, ca Ham Salad*.
Ham I Cnasse o- Roatt Baal
aM«tMauM.4'Ha..rwtcwi

SMUT » UflM MCIMW OH 0»

wood cable TV
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8424

Pagliai's Pizza

WHAT IF YOU D0N1 GET
INTO THE GMD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOKE?

Office Hours:
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday

There li mil time lo prepare lor
October Exami. LSAI & GMAI
classes begin Sept. 17. GRE
classes begin Sept. 13

Plus
I A Cup of Our Homemade Soup of Ihe Day
and

A Bottomless Drink

Only S2.50 (S4.05 value!)l

35SO teeor toad, Toledo.
Cal Me-STOI lor more details.
|MT87

Valid Iniidc Only
'Salacaona may vary

I

|

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
We can fulfill your apartment needs — Come see us first!
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

Three Locations

Furnished and Unfurnished

• Palmer Ave • S.Summit • Napoleon Rd.

Mon.-Fri. 9-8

Rental Office
400 Napoleon Rd.

Sat. & Sun. 10-4

352-9135

